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REPORT: THE MCSALLY-DEVOS WAR ON PUBLIC 
EDUCATION 

 
Since first running for public office, unelected U.S. Sen. Martha McSally has championed her big 
donors' war on public education, and in the process received robust financial support from U.S. 
Education Sec. Betsy DeVos’ family -- a group of ultrawealthy Republican donors who are infamous 
for their hostility towards the public education system. 
 
While receiving more than $66,000 in support from the DeVos family, McSally has repeatedly taken 
anti-public education positions and advanced policies that are bad for Arizona: 
 

• “No legislation… to address rising [tuition] costs.” In 2012, McSally said that the rising 
cost of education is "not a federal government responsibility." To underscore her position, 
McSally even pledged, "I would propose no legislation in order to address these rising [tuition] 
costs." 

o McSally has since claimed to have flip-flopped on the issue, but she has taken no 
meaningful action to improve college affordability. 

o And true to her 2012 campaign promise, McSally has repeatedly voted to 
block measures to allow student borrowers to refinance their loans at lower interest 
rates -- and McSally even attacked a bipartisan bill that prevented student loan interest 
rates from doubling.  

• Voted for deep cuts for student loans and aid. In 2017, McSally voted for a Republican 
budget plan to impose deep cuts to federal higher-education funding and slash $78.5 billion in 
Pell Grant funding over a 10-year period.  

o Two months later, McSally voted for the 2017 Republican tax law, a trillion-dollar tax cut 
giveaway to large corporations like Chevron and Big Pharma giant Eli Lilly, but hiked 
taxes on low- and middle-income college students' financial aid packages. 

o Previously, McSally also supported a Paul Ryan budget proposal that would have 
caused "More than 1 million students [to] lose Pell grants entirely" over a 10 year 
period. 
 

• Proposed eliminating the Department of Education & backed deep cuts to K-12 
education. McSally has pushed for the elimination of the federal Department of Education 
entirely, arguing, "I think the federal government needs to stay out of the business of 
education."  

o McSally said she supported a Paul Ryan budget proposal that would have imposed 
deep cuts on K-12 education funding, gutted early childhood education funding, and cut 
Pell Grant access. 

o McSally's Washington Republican allies have pushed deep cuts to the Department of 
Education, proposing to slash as much as $8.8 billion in federal funding from public 
education. One Republican budget cut proposal out of Washington would have cost 
Arizona more than $38 million in grants that support teacher salaries and professional 
development. 
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• McSally took thousands in campaign contributions from for-profit colleges, then took 
no action while Betsy DeVos gutted regulations on predatory for-profit schools. On 
McSally's watch, the Betsy DeVos-led Department of Education has repeatedly gutted 
regulations intended to protect students from predatory for-profit colleges. 

o While staffing the Department of Education with former for-profit education executives, 
DeVos has stopped investigating predatory colleges, stopped loan relief for students 
defrauded by predatory institutions, and even pushed to make it easier for shady 
schools to get accredited. 

o McSally has done nothing to stop DeVos' dangerous, for-profit college agenda -- but 
McSally has received $13,000 in corporate PAC money from for-profit schools and 
colleges. 
  

• While declining to conduct oversight on the DeVos-run Education Department, McSally 
has received robust financial support from the DeVos family. Given their shared hostility 
toward the public education system, it's no surprise that Betsy DeVos' extended family has in 
2019, alone supported McSally with more than $22,000 in campaign contributions.  

o In 2018, McSally received more financial support from the DeVos family than did any 
other U.S. Senate candidate, and McSally has received more than $66,000 in campaign 
contributions from the DeVos family since 2012. 

o Martha McSally's anti-public education agenda is great for people like Betsy DeVos and 
her family, but it's wrong for Arizona families. 
 

 
HIGHLIGHTS – McSally & K-12 Education 

 
• Arizona’s public schools are among the worst in the nation, ranking 48th out of 50 in 2019. Schools are 

underfunded and crumbling, and students are forced to use 25-year old textbooks. 
 

• In April 2012, Martha McSally said she did not think education should be the “responsibility” of the federal 
government.  

 
o She has said that the federal government “needs to stay out of the business of education.” 

 
o McSally changed her position in 2014, said she supported funding K-12 at the federal level but wanted 

to “reduce red tape.” 
 

• In 2018, McSally cosponsored legislation that would undermine federal involvement in public education, 
including bills that would give states control over how to spend federal education dollars, letting them opt-out of 
federal regulations.    
 

o One amendment that McSally voted for was described as “[abdicating] the federal role in education.”  
 

• McSally supported the 2012 & 2013 Paul Ryan budgets that would have slashed funding for K-12 education 
and Head Start. 
 

• McSally has supported school choice and voucher programs, and has voted at least three times for DC school 
voucher programs.  
 

• Like McSally, both Trump and Betsy DeVos have expressed opinions hostile to public education and have 
supported charter schools and voucher programs at the expense of public schools.  
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o Trump’s fiscal year 2020 proposed budget would slash the Department of Education budget by 12% 
while increasing funding for charter schools.  

 
§ Trump’s budget would eliminate grants that support teacher development. Arizona would lose 

$38,347,104, the equivalent of 809 teacher salaries.  
 

§ The budget would also eliminate funding for afterschool programs in low-income schools, 
which would affect nearly 40,000 Arizona students.  

 
• Members of the DeVos family have given McSally $66,500 over the course of her career, including $49,400 

since Betsy DeVos became secretary of education. 
 

o DeVos has publicly admitted she uses money to buy political influence. 
 

o McSally refused to comment on DeVos’ qualifications for Secretary of Education during the 
confirmation process.  

 
 
ARIZONA RANKED 48th OUT OF 50 STATES IN PUBLIC EDUCATION  
   
2019: Arizona Ranked 48th Out Of 50 States In Public Education. “WalletHub recently released its 
2019 list of states with the best and the worst public school systems, and Arizona did not fare well. 
With a ‘Quality’ ranking of 50 and a ‘Safety’ ranking of 34, Arizona was No. 49 overall on WalletHub's 
list.” [AZ Family, 7/31/19] 
  
2015: Student To Teacher Ratio In Arizona Was 23-1, Among The Country’s Highest. “According 
to the National Center for Education Statistics’ most recent numbers, Arizona has 1.1 million K-12 
students, and just 48,358 full-time teachers.  Our student-teacher ratio is almost 23:1 while the 
national average is 16:1. According to WalletHub, only California and Utah are worse.” [AZ Family, 
8/8/16]     
 
AN ARIZONA TEACHER TOLD THE NEW YORK TIMES SHE WOULD RETIRE AT THE 
POVERTY LEVEL 
 
Arizona Teacher: “As I Near Retirement Age, I Realize I Will Retire At The Poverty Level.” “As I 
near retirement age, I realize I will retire at the poverty level. The antiquated myth of the noble, yet 
poor, teacher must go. I am passionate about my subject and my students. I am not passionate about 
living paycheck to paycheck.” [New York Times, 4/16/18]  
 
NEW YORK TIMES HIGHLIGHTED POOR STATE OF SOME ARIZONA SCHOOLS 
  
Students At Sunrise Mountain High School In Peoria Use 25 Year Old Biology Textbooks. [New 
York Times, 4/16/18]  
  
Dictionaries At An Arizona School Were Held Together With Duct Tape. [New York Times, 
4/16/18]  
   
Arizona Teachers: “There Are Holes In The Ceiling, Skylights Don’t Work, The Walls Need To 
Be Painted, I Still Use A Chalk Board, But — More Important — My Students Need New Desks 
And Computers.” “The building smells old and dank. There are holes in the ceiling, skylights don’t 
work, the walls need to be painted, I still use a chalk board, but — more important — my students 
need new desks and computers.  I can’t speak for other school districts, but mine — in Tempe — 
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can’t get new social studies books for students. Young teachers spend more out of their own pockets 
because they don’t have supplies stockpiled.” [New York Times, 4/16/18]  
  
MCSALLY HAS A LONG HISTORY OF UNDERMINING FEDERAL INVESTMENT IN PUBLIC 
EDUCATION 
  
IN 2012 MCSALLY SAID THAT EDUCATION IS “NOT A FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 
RESPONSIBILITY” 
 
McSally Believed That Education Was “Not A Federal Government Responsibility.” “So I think 
we need to be focusing on bringing the cost of education down. This is not a federal government 
responsibility. I think the federal government needs to stay, to the max extent possible, out of the 
business of education, because it is a state and local issue that is best done when there's 
competition, when there's reward for excellence, and when parents are involved.” [Greater Catalina 
Council Forum, 4/2/12] (VIDEO)[IR2]  
   
April 2012: McSally Said The Federal Government Should “Stay Out Of The Business Of 
Education.” “I am very passionate about education, but as a conservative, I think the federal 
government needs to stay out of the business of education and it needs to be driven at the local level 
with parent involvement, where there’s innovation, where there’s competition, where there’s 
excellence that’s rewarded for teachers and for schools,” she said. [KGUN 9 Interview, Time 09:09, 
uploaded 4/13/12] 
 
MCSALLY SAID EDUCATION FUNDING SHOULD BE MORE STATE AND LOCAL DRIVEN 
  

• McSally Said For K-12 Education, “I See No Reason Why We Should Keep Having 
Money Be Sent From Here To Washington DC To Be Sent Back For Education.” “Well, I 
see no reason why we should keep having money be sent from here to Washington, DC to be 
sent back for education, so I think we need to go back to the federal government being 
minimally involved and this being a state and local driven and funded. Education should be 
more state and local driven and funded, and stop having to send our money to DC and get less 
of it back in order to actually fund the education. [Emphasis added; KGUN 9 Interview, Time 
12:09, uploaded 4/13/12]  

  
MCSALLY SUPPORTED THE 2012 & 2013 RYAN BUDGETS THAT WOULD HAVE SLASHED 
FUNDING FOR K-12 EDUCATION, HEAD START 
  
McSally Said She Supported Many Elements Of FY 2012 Ryan Budget. “I support many elements 
of the Ryan budget proposal, but we have to make sure that our promises to our seniors and at risk 
populations are kept. I applaud Ryan for his initiative and effort to not just talk about what needs to be 
done, but put an alternative plan together. That’s what we need more of in Washington, and that is 
what I intend to bring,” she said. [Interview on azstarnet.com, 2/28/12] 
  
McSally Said She Supported Paul Ryan’s FY 2013 Budget. In April 2012, McSally said that she 
would have voted for Congressman Paul Ryan’s budget for FY 2013. “There were several budgets 
actually that were tied up last week to the House and the one that did pass is the one that Paul Ryan 
had created and I would have voted for that budget,” she said. [KGUN-TV, 4/09/12] 
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THE RYAN BUDGETS WOULD MAKE HUGE CUTS TO EDUCATION, INCLUDING TITLE I, HEAD 
START 
  
The Oregonian: The Ryan Plan Would Cut Investments In Education And Training By 53 
Percent. “According to the Center for American Progress, the Ryan plan would ‘disinvest’ in 
education and training by 53 percent, diverting resources away from primary and adult education, 
career and technical training, community colleges, postsecondary education and student aid, at a 
time when our world educational status is already in perilous decline.” [The Oregonian, 5/2/11] 
  
Under Ryan’s Plan, Title I Program, Which Covers Cost Of Educating Disadvantaged Kids 
Would Face $2.7 Billion Cut And Job Loss For 38,000 Teachers’ Aides. According to Education 
Week, “To put the cuts in perspective, Duncan said the $14.5 billion Title I program, which helps 
districts cover the cost of educating disadvantaged kids, could see a $2.7 billion cut. As many as 
38,000 teachers’ aides could lose their jobs, he said.” [Education Week, 3/22/12] 
  
Over 10 Years, More Than 2 Million Children Would Lose Opportunity To Attend Head Start 
Programs Under Ryan’s Budget Plan. According to the Huffington Post, “Over the next decade, the 
NEA estimates, more than two million children would lose opportunities to attend Head Start centers 
as a result of the cuts. As it stands, only 30 percent of eligible children participate in the program, but 
children’s advocates tend to argue that the program should be expanded, not diminished. The 
proposal ‘translates directly into lost opportunities and outcomes for our students,’ Roberto 
Rodriguez, President Barack Obama’s education policy advisor, said on a Thursday call with 
reporters. ‘It really has the potential of turning us backwards.’” [Huffington Post, 3/29/12] 
  
Under FY 2013 Ryan Budget, More Than 1 Million Students Would Lose Pell Grants Entirely. 
“More than 1 million students would lose Pell grants entirely over the next 10 years under Rep. Paul 
Ryan’s budget, according to an analysis that the national reform organization Education Trust 
provided to The Huffington Post.” [Huffington Post, 3/27/12] 
 
IN 2014, MCSALLY BACKTRACKED ON HER EDUCATION POSITION AND SAID SHE 
SUPPORTED FEDERAL K-12 FUNDING 
  
McSally Supported K-12 Federal Education Funding But Wanted To Reduce “Red Tape.” “Last 
month, McSally said she now supports the federal funding for K-12 education, but wants to reduce 
federal red tape.” [The Explorer, 10/01/14] 
  
Tucson Weekly: McSally “Softened Her Stance From 2012” On Federal Funding Of Education, 
And Supports Federal Funding For K-12 Education. “When it comes to K-12 education, McSally 
has also softened her stance from 2012, when she told KGUN-9 that she saw ‘no reason why we 
should keep having money be sent from here to Washington, DC to be sent back for education, so I 
think we need to go back to the federal government being minimally involved and this being a state 
and local driven and funded. Education should be more state and local driven and funded, and stop 
having to send our money to DC and get less of it back in order to actually fund the education.’ Last 
month, McSally told the Weekly she now supports the federal funding for K-12 education, but wants 
to reduce federal red tape. McSally's pattern of revising her previous positions repeats itself on other 
topics.” [Tucson Weekly, 9/17/14] 
 
SINCE 2015, MCSALLY HAS TWICE SUPPORTED LEGISLATION THAT WOULD “ABDICATE 
THE FEDERAL ROLE IN EDUCATION”  
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In 2017, McSally Cosponsored The “A PLUS Act,” Which Would Consolidate Federal 
Education Funding To States. In November 2017, McSally cosponsored HR 719, The Academic 
Partnerships Lead Us to Success Act or the A PLUS Act. The bill would “allow each state to receive 
federal elementary and secondary education funds on a consolidated basis and manage the funds to 
advance the educational policy of the state.” [HR 719, 11/07/17] 
 

• The A PLUS Act Is A “No-Strings-Attached Block Grant” That Allows States To Opt Out 
Of Federal Regulations. “A-Plus is billed as a no-strings-attached block grant, meaning that 
states could receive federal money but opt out of the federal regulations that come with it.” [US 
News, 4/07/15] 
 

• The Bill Was Supported By The Heritage Foundation. “With a unified Republican 
government and the vast majority of House Republicans having already voted for A-PLUS last 
session, now is the time for Congress to begin to restore federalism in education, empower 
parents and students, and remove archaic obstacles that have prevented true opportunity for 
all.” [Heritage Action, 5/15/17] 

 
In 2015, McSally Voted For The A PLUS Amendment. In 2015, McSally voted for an amendment to 
HR 5. The amendment would “restore state and local control of education by giving them the option to 
decline participation in the prescriptive and onerous requirements of federal education programs and 
focus that funding on solutions that meet their community needs.” The amendment failed 195-235. 
[HR 5, Vote #419, 7/08/15; Mark Walker press release, 2/24/15] 
 

• The Amendment Would “Abdicate The Federal Role In Education.” According to the NEA, 
the amendment would “abdicate the federal role in education and permit states to block grant 
education funds to be used for any education purpose, including private school vouchers, 
thereby taking away funding from students most in need.” [NEA, accessed 8/19/19]  

 
MCSALLY HAS SUPPORTED SCHOOL CHOICE AND VOUCHER PROGRAMS  
 
2015- 2016 MCSALLY VOTED AT LEAST THREE TIMES FOR D.C. PRIVATE SCHOOL 
VOUCHER PROGRAM 
 
October 2015: McSally Voted For D.C. Private School Voucher Program. In October 2015, 
McSally voted for the Scholarships for Opportunity and Results Act, a bill providing funds for a private 
school voucher program for K-12 students in the District of Columbia. “House Republicans approved 
a bill Wednesday to extend the D.C. Opportunity Scholarship Program, the only federally funded, 
private school voucher program for K-12 students, through 2021. House Speaker John A. Boehner 
(R-Ohio) authored the bill, which for the first time would require that some students with vouchers 
take the same standardized tests in math and reading administered to public school students in the 
District.” The bill passed, 240 to 191. [HR 10, Vote #559, 10/21/15; Washington Post, 10/21/15] 
 

• Critics Cite GOP School Vouchers Program For Lack Of Academic Gains And Poor 
Management. “[F]ederal studies have found that the [House Republican DC Opportunity 
Scholarship] program does not result in statistically significant academic gains for students. 
And at a time when public schools face increasing scrutiny, the private schools that have 
received millions of federal voucher dollars have been subject to few quality controls and offer 
widely disparate experiences, according to a 2012 Washington Post investigation. A 
Government Accountability Office report the following year found that the voucher program 
was poorly managed.” [Washington Post, 10/21/15] 
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• Washington Post Headline: “Quality Controls Lacking For D.C. Schools Accepting 

Federal Vouchers” [Washington Post, 11/17/12] 
 
October 2015: McSally Voted Against Ensuring Nonpublic Schools, Using DC’s Tuition-
Voucher Program, Follow The Civil Rights Act, Equal Opportunities Act, And Americans With 
Disabilities Act. “Voting 185 for and 242 against, the House on Oct. 21 rejected a bid by Democrats 
to ensure that nonpublic schools participating in the District of Columbia tuition-voucher program (HR 
10, above) obey laws such as the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Equal Educational Opportunities Act of 
1974 and Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. A yes vote was to adopt the motion, which, had it 
prevailed, would have immediately amended the bill. Yes: Kirkpatrick, Grijalva, Gallego, Sinema No: 
McSally, Gosar, Salmon, Schweikert, Franks.” [Arizona Daily Star, 10/25/15] 
 
April 2016: McSally Voted For Renewal Of DC School Vouchers. “Voting 224 for and 181 against, 
the House on April 29 passed a bill that would extend the District of Columbia's school-voucher 
program through fiscal 2021 on a budget of $60 million annually. Under the 13-year-old program, 
hundreds of D.C. public-school students from poor families receive vouchers each year to cover 
tuition and other fees at private and parochial schools in the metropolitan area. The stipends are set 
at $8,000 for K-8 students and $12,000 for 9-12 students. This is the nation's only program in which 
federal taxpayer dollars are used to pay for attendance at non- public schools. Voting yes: McSally, 
Gosar, Salmon, Schweikert, Franks.” [Arizona Daily Star, 5/1/16] 
 
IN 2018, MCSALLY COSPONSORED LEGISLATION TO GIVE STATES GREATER CONTROL 
OVER FEDERAL EDUCATION FUNDING 
 
In 2018, McSally Cosponsored The “Make Education Local Act,” Which Would Allow States To 
Decide How To Spend Federal Education Funding. In June 2018, McSally cosponsored HR 6259, 
the Make Education Local Act of 2018. The bill would “allow states to submit individualized plans for 
how to use federal funding instead of having the federal government dictate how the money is used. 
[…] Cosponsors of H.R. 6259 included all of Arizona’s GOP delegation, Andy Biggs, Paul Gosar, 
Martha McSally and David Schweikert.” [HR 6259, 6/28/19; KTAR, 6/28/19] 
 

• The Bill Was Designed To “Reduce Federal Intrusion And Regulation On Public 
Schools.” “In her press release, Lesko said H.R. 6259 would put states such as Arizona back 
in the driver’s seat of their education policy and reduce federal intrusion and regulation on 
public schools. According to the release, the bill directs federal funding right to students and 
teachers instead of being spent to comply with federal regulations.” [Glendale Star, 7/12/18] 
 

MCSALLY EXPRESSED SUPPORT FOR SCHOOL CHOICE AND VOUCHER PROGRAMS AS A 
CANDIDATE FOR SENATE IN 2018 
 
McSally Supported School Choice And Voucher Programs. “But beyond their web presences, 
there’s not much separating the candidates except party affiliation. McSally, Arpaio and Ward have all 
made statements in support of school choice and voucher programs while Abboud and Sinema prefer 
to fund the public schools we have.” [Arizona Daily Sun, 8/9/18] 
 
MEANWHILE, TRUMP AND MCSALLY DONOR BETSY DEVOS HAVE PROPSED A FY2020 
BUDGET THAT WOULD SLASH $8.8 BILLION IN FEDERAL EDUCATION FUNDING 
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TRUMP AND DEVOS BOTH SUPPORT EXPANDING VOUCHERS AND CHARTER SCHOOLS AT 
THE EXPENSE OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS  
 
DEVOS IS A LONGTIME BACKER OF CHARTER SCHOOLS AND VOUCHERS 
 
DeVos Has Spent “Millions” To Expand Voucher Programs In Multiple States. “Betsy DeVos is 
hardly a household name, but the Michigan billionaire and conservative activist has quietly helped 
change the education landscape in many states, spending millions of dollars in a successful push to 
expand voucher programs that give families taxpayer dollars to pay for private and religious schools.” 
[Washington Post, 11/23/16] 
 
DeVos Spent “Decades” Advocating For Charter School Expansion. “Before joining the Trump 
administration, DeVos spent decades advocating for school choice in Michigan and the expansion of 
charter schools. Her view, as she explained during the interview, is that when students have the 
choice to attend different schools, the competition will force traditional public schools to improve.” 
[PBS, 3/13/18] 
 
DeVos Called Public Education “A Dead End.” “DeVos called public education a ‘dead end’ before 
becoming education secretary and has continued to talk about it in less-than-flattering terms, refusing 
to acknowledge the value of what has been America’s most important civic institution.” [Washington 
Post, 8/23/17] 
 
TRUMP CALLED PUBLIC EDUCATION A “GOVERNMENT-RUN MONOPOLY” 
 
Trump Called Public Education A “Government-Run Monopoly.” “President-elect Donald Trump 
on Wednesday named her as his nominee for education secretary, a pick that suggests he aims to 
follow through with campaign promises to expand the movement toward ‘school choice’— including 
vouchers and charter schools — in an effort to break up a public education system that he has called 
‘a government-run monopoly.’” [Washington Post, 11/23/16] 
 
Trump Pushed For School Choice In His 2019 State Of The Union. “Picking up on an issue that 
has virtually disappeared from his policy agenda, President Donald Trump called on Congress in his 
State of the Union speech to approve ‘school choice’ legislation — without providing any details about 
what he has in mind. ‘To help support working parents, the time has come to pass school choice for 
America’s children,’ Trump said.” [EdSource, 2/06/19] 
 
TRUMP BUDGET WOULD CUT $8.8 BILLION FROM DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND 
INCREASED CHARTER SCHOOL GRANTS BY $60 MILLION 
 
Trump’s Proposed 2020 Budget Would Cut $8.8 Billion From The Department Of Education, A 
12% Decrease From 2019. [Washington Post, 3/12/19] 
 
The Budget Would Increase Spending On Charter School Grants By $60 Million. “In contrast 
with the proposed cuts, the budget would increase the amount of spending on federal charter-school 
grants by $60 million.” [The Atlantic, 3/11/19] 
 
TRUMP DEVOS BUDGET WOULD COST ARIZONA $38 MILLION IN GRANTS THAT SUPPORT 
TEACHER SALARIES AND DEVELOPMENT 
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The Budget Would Eliminate Grants That Support Teacher Salaries And Professional 
Development.  “Moreover, the administration has again proposed to eliminate the $2.1 billion Title II, 
Part A (Supporting Effective Instruction State Grants), the program most directly supporting teacher 
salaries and professional development—cuts that could pay nearly 35,000 teachers’ salaries across 
the country.” [Center for American Progress, 3/11/19] 
  

• Arizona Would Lose $38,347,104, The Equivalent Of 809 Teacher Salaries. According to 
the Center for American Progress, cuts to the Supporting Effective Instruction state grants 
would cost Arizona $38,347,104. That amount could pay for 809 teacher salaries.” [Center for 
American Progress, 3/11/19] 

 
TRUMP DEVOS BUDGET WOULD COST ARIZONA $27 MILLION IN FUNDING FOR AFTER 
SCHOOL PROGRAMS THAT SUPPORT PROGRAMS IN LOW INCOME AREAS 
 
Arizona Would Lose $26,853,985 In Funding For After School Programs, Which Would Affect 
Nearly 40,000 Students. According to the Center for American Progress, cuts to the 2st Century 
Community Learning Centers after school program would cost Arizona $26,853,985 and 37,956 
students would lose services.” [Center for American Progress, 3/11/19] 
 

• The Grants Support Afterschool Academic Programs In High-Poverty, Low-Performing 
Schools. “Grants support local schools and community based organizations that provide 
afterschool and summer learning programs to students attending high-poverty, low-performing 
schools. Programs support: Academic enrichment activities that can help students meet state 
and local achievement standards.; A broad array of additional enrichment services designed to 
reinforce and complement the regular academic program, such as: drug and violence 
prevention programs, career and technical programs, counseling programs, art, music 
programs, STEM programs, and physical activity and nutrition education programs.; Literacy 
and related educational development services to the families of children who are served in the 
program.” [Afterschool Alliance, accessed 8/19/19] 

 
TRUMP DEVOS BUDGET WOULD GIVE $5 BILLION IN TAX CREDITS TO ORGANIZATIONS 
THAT PROVIDE VOUCHER-LIKE SCHOLARSHIPS TO PRIVATE SCHOOLS 
  
The Budget Proposed $5 Billion In Tax Credits To Organizations That Provide Voucher-Like 
Scholarships. “Education Secretary Betsy DeVos sought Thursday to jump-start her moribund push 
for school choice, backing a $5 billion federal tax credit for contributions to private-school 
scholarships. The proposal would authorize a 100 percent credit for individual and corporate 
contributions to state sanctioned scholarship funds, meaning donors could get back their entire 
donation through their federal taxes. The maximum credit would be set at 10 percent of an 
individual’s adjusted gross income or 5 percent of a business’s net taxable income.” [Washington 
Post, 2/28/19] 
 
MEMBERS OF THE DEVOS FAMILY HAVE GIVEN MCSALLY $66,500 OVER THE COURSE OF 
HER CAREER, INCLUDING $49,400 SINCE BETSY DEVOS BECAME SECRETARY OF 
EDUCATION 
 
MEMBERS OF THE DEVOS FAMILY HAVE GIVEN MCSALLY $66,500 OVER THE COURSE OF 
HER CAREER 
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Members Of The DeVos Family Have Given McSally $66,500 Over The Course Of Her Career. 
See table for details: 
 

NAME DATE AMOUNT 
DeVos, Daniel G. Mr. 10/15/14 $1,000 
DeVos, Daniel G. Mr. 10/17/14 $1,000 
DeVos, Daniel G. Mr. 3/26/19 $2,800 
DeVos, Daniel G. Mr. 3/26/19 $2,800 
DeVos, Daniel Mr. 6/30/18 $2,700 
DeVos, Daniel Mr. 6/30/18 $2,700 
DeVos, Doug L. Mr. 3/26/19 $2,800 
DeVos, Doug L. Mr. 3/26/19 $2,800 
DeVos, Douglas L. Mr. 10/17/14 $1,000 
DeVos, Douglas L. Mr. 9/27/16 $2,700 
DeVos, Douglas Mr. 6/30/18 $2,700 
DeVos, Douglas Mr. 6/30/18 $2,700 
DeVos, Helen J 6/30/18 $2,700 
DeVos, Maria Mrs. 6/30/18 $2,700 
DeVos, Maria Mrs. 6/30/18 $2,700 
DeVos, Maria P. Mrs. 10/17/14 $1,000 
DeVos, Maria P. Mrs. 9/27/16 $2,700 
DeVos, Maria P. Mrs. 3/26/19 $2,800 
DeVos, Maria P. Mrs. 3/26/19 $2,800 
DeVos, Richard M. Mr Sr. 10/15/14 $1,000 
DeVos, Richard M. Mr Sr. 10/15/14 $1,000 
DeVos, Richard M. Mr. Jr. 10/15/14 $1,000 
DeVos, Richard M. Mr. Jr. 10/15/14 $1,000 
DeVos, Richard Mr. 6/30/18 $2,700 
DeVos, Suzanne C. Ms. 10/17/14 $1,000 
DeVos, Suzanne C. Ms. 9/27/16 $2,700 
DeVos, Suzanne Cheryl Ms. 3/26/19 $2,800 
DeVos, Suzanne Cheryl Ms. 3/26/19 $2,800 
DeVos, Suzanne Ms. 6/30/18 $2,700 
DeVos, Suzanne Ms. 6/30/18 $2,700 
TOTAL $63,800 

[FEC, accessed 8/02/19] 
 

 
McSally Received $13,000 From Daniel DeVos, Betsy’s Brother-In-Law. [FEC, accessed 8/02/19] 
 
McSally Received $14,700 From Douglas DeVos, Betsy’s Brother-In-Law. [FEC, accessed 
8/02/19] 
 
McSally Received $14,700 From Maria DeVos, Doug’s Wife. [FEC, accessed 8/02/19] 
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McSally Received $2,700 From Helen DeVos, Betsy’s Mother-In-Law. [FEC, accessed 8/02/19] 
 
McSally Received $2,000 Richard DeVos Sr, Betsy’s Father-In-Law. [FEC, accessed 8/02/19] 
 
McSally Received $4,700 From Richard DeVos Jr., Betsy’s Husband. [FEC, accessed 8/02/19] 
 
McSally Received $14,700 From Suzanne Devos, Betsy’s Sister-In-Law. [FEC, accessed 8/02/19] 
 
SINCE BETSY BECAME SECRETARY OF EDUCATION, MCSALLY HAS RECEIVED $49,400 
FROM THE DEVOS FAMILY, INCLUDING $2,700 FROM BETSY’S HUSBAND IN 2018 
 
SINCE BETSY BECAME SECRETARY OF EDUCATION, MCSALLY HAS RECEIVED $49,400 
FROM THE DEVOS FAMILY 
 
January 2017: Betsy DeVos Confirmed As Secretary Of Education. [New York Times, 2/07/18] 
 
McSally Received $49,400 From The Devos Family In 2018 and 2019. [FEC, accessed 8/02/19] 
 
McSally Received $2,700 From Richard DeVos, Jr., Betsy’s Husband, In 2018. [FEC, accessed 
8/02/19] 
 
THE DEVOS FAMILY GAVE $22,400 TO MCSALLY IN JUST THE FIRST QUARTER OF 2019 
 
McSally Received $22,400 From The DeVos Family In 2019. [FEC, accessed 8/02/19] 
 
HEADLINE: “AZ-Sen: Betsy DeVos' Family Really Wants To Keep Martha McSally (R) In The 
U.S. Senate” [Daily Kos, 4/23/19] 
 
HEADLINE: “DeVos’ family boosts McSally’s 2020 campaign with $22K in contributions in 
2019” [Eastern Arizona Courier, 4/21/19] 
 
DEVOS PLEDGED THAT SHE AND HER HUSBAND WOULD NOT MAKE POLITICAL 
CONTRIBUTIONS DURING HER TENURE 
 
During Her Confirmation Hearing, DeVos Pledged That She And Her Husband Would Not Make 
Political Contribution During Her Tenure.  “’If I am confirmed, I will not be involved in any political 
contributions, and my husband will not be either,’ DeVos replied.” [Washington Post, 11/01/17] 
 
MCSALLY RECEIVED MORE DONATIONS FROM THE DEVOS FAMILY THAN ANY OTHER 
SENATE CANDIDATE IN 2018 
 
According To The Center For American Progress, McSally Received More Donations From The DeVos Family 
Than Any Other Senate Candidate In 2018. “But it seems that the state of Arizona is of particular interest to the DeVos 
family’s political agenda. Rep. Martha McSally (R), who is in a tight race for a U.S. Senate seat, landed $54,000 in 
contributions from the family this cycle—more than any other U.S. Senate candidate received from the DeVoses. Arizona 
Gov. Doug Ducey (R) has likewise received more in campaign contributions from the DeVos family than any gubernatorial 
candidate across the country this election cycle, raking in $50,500 in donations.” [Center For American Progress, 
10/29/18] 
 
DEVOS HAS PUBLICLY ADMITTED THAT SHE USES MONEY TO BUY INFLUENCE 
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DeVos Has Publicly Admitted That She Uses Money To Buy Influence. “‘My family is the biggest 
contributor of soft money to the Republican National Committee,’ she wrote in the Capitol Hill 
newspaper Roll Call. ‘I have decided to stop taking offense,’ she wrote, ‘at the suggestion that we are 
buying influence. Now I simply concede the point. They are right. We do expect something in return. 
We expect to foster a conservative governing philosophy consisting of limited government and 
respect for traditional American virtues. We expect a return on our investment.’” [New Yorker, 
11/23/16] 
 
MCSALLY REFUSED TO COMMENT ON DEVOS’ QUALIFICATIONS TO SERVE AS 
SECRETARY OF EDUCATION  
 
February 2017: McSally Demurred When Asked About Betsy DeVos’ Qualifications To Serve 
As Secretary Of Education. “The last question of the event captured the tone of the night and 
McSally's sometimes-elusive answers. Nine-year-old Mitchel Collins, asked why McSally thought 
Trump's Education secretary, Betsy DeVos, was qualified for her post. McSally immediately asked the 
boy why he considered her unqualified. ‘Because she wants guns at schools,’ he said, drawing 
cheers from some in the crowd. McSally eventually explained that the Senate confirmed DeVos. ‘I am 
not in the Senate. Thank God,’ she said.” [AZ Republic, 2/23/17] 
 
February 2017: McSally Said “We’ll See What Comes Out Of Her Department.” “She did 
seemingly try to weave around some questions, such as when she was asked about Education 
Secretary Betsy DeVos. The congresswoman spent a few minutes talking about her support for 
education and the cost of college before calls for an answer from the crowd led her to say that the 
Senate has the role to confirm nominees, not the House. ‘We will see what comes out of her 
department; she's been appointed,’ she said.” [Green Valley News, 2/23/17] 
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HIGHLIGHTS — McSally and Higher Education 

 
• During a 2012 debate, McSally said that student loans should not be “a federal government responsibility” and 

that she “would propose no legislation to deal with these rising costs.” 
 

o McSally later said it was a “misstatement” and that she supports “trying to figure out how to bring the 
cost of college down.” 
 

o McSally claimed she had misspoken because she had been so focused on K-12 questions during the 
debate. 
 

• Since stating she supported bringing down the cost of college, McSally has repeatedly voted to block a bill to 
allow student borrowers to refinance their loans at lower interest rates and criticized a bipartisan bill that 
prevented student loan interest rates from doubling.  

 
• McSally voted for the House version of the GOP Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, which would have cut student tax 

benefits by $65 billion over a decade. 
 

o The House version would have eliminated the student loan interest deduction and added a tax on 
graduate student tuition waivers.  

 
• McSally supported budgets that would slash Pell Grant funding, including the House Republican budget 

resolution for FY2018. 
 

o The FY2018 resolution would cut $78.5 billion for Pell Grants over a decade.  
 

• Meanwhile, McSally’s GOP allies in the Department of Education have been slashing regulations designed to 
protect students from predatory for-profit colleges. 
 

o DeVos scrapped a rule to cut funding for colleges that don’t provide gainful employment. 
 

o DeVos stopped processing applications for loan relief from students defrauded by for-profit colleges. 
 

o DeVos stopped investigating abuses by for-profit colleges. 
 

o DeVos proposed rewriting the rules to relax standards for accrediting institutions. 
 

o Trump has staffed the Department Of Education with allies of the for-profit industry, including former 
industry executives.  

 
• Members of the DeVos family have given McSally $66,500 over the course of her career, including $49,400 

since Betsy DeVos became secretary of education.  
 

o DeVos has publicly admitted that she uses money to buy influence. 
 

• Throughout her career, McSally has taken $13,666.67 from for-profit colleges.  
 

o In 2018, she was the fifth-highest recipient of campaign cash from for-profit colleges in Congress. 
 

 
MCSALLY HAS SAID THAT STUDENT LOANS ARE “NOT A FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 
RESPONSIBILITY” AND OPPOSED BILLS TO EASE COSTS FOR STUDENTS 
 
IN 2012, MCSALLY SAID SHE WOULDN’T PROPOSE LEGISLATION TO ADDRESS HIGHER 
EDUCATION COSTS, FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD STOP HAVING STUDENT LOANS 
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Tucson Weekly: At A 2012 Debate, McSally Said “I Would Propose No Legislation To Deal With 
These Rising [Tuition] Costs.” “Take education: Asked at a 2012 debate in Vail about what federal 
legislation she'd introduce to deal with soaring tuition costs, McSally delivered a Tea Party response: 
‘As a conservative, the federal government needs to be doing less legislation, not more legislation, 
especially when it comes to these local issues. So I would propose no legislation to deal with these 
rising costs. Instead of having federal loans that keep piling up and raise the cost of tuition ... what we 
need to do is make sure that we have the best education in the world, we've got good competition 
between those colleges, and students get to pick, and they're able to compete for those dollars that 
they're spending on their college education, and get the federal government out of the way.’” [Tucson 
Weekly, 9/17/14]  
 

• McSally Said She Would “Propose No Legislation” To Address Higher Education Costs 
And “Get The Federal Government Out Of The Way.” Moderator: “My final question on the 
topic of education is for Mr. Sitton. Mr. Sitton, what legislation would you support to alleviate 
rising college tuition costs?” […] McSally: “It's true, as a conservative, the federal government 
needs to be doing less legislation, not more legislation, when it comes to these local issues. 
So, I would propose no legislation in order to address these rising costs, but we would stop 
having federal loans that are piling up that then raise the cost of tuition, surprisingly. So what 
we need to do is make sure that at we've got the best education in the world. We've got good 
competition amongst those colleges. Students get to pick, and they're able to compete for their 
dollar that they're spending on their college education, and get the federal government out of 
the way.” [Vail High School Republican Primary Debate, 4/5/12] (VIDEO)  

 
AT THE SAME DEBATE, MCSALLY SAID STUDENT LOANS WERE “NOT A FEDERAL 
GOVERNMENT RESPONSIBILITY” AND WE SHOULD “STOP HAVING” THEM 
 
2012: McSally Said She Would “Stop Having” Federal Student Loans. In 2012, McSally 
recommended ending the federal student loan program. McSally said: “As a conservative, the federal 
government needs to be doing less legislation, not more legislation, when it comes to these local 
issues. So I would propose no legislation in order to address these rising costs. But we would stop 
having federal loans that are piling up that then raise the cost of tuition, surprisingly. So what we need 
to do is make sure we have the best education in the world, we’ve got good competition among those 
colleges…and get the federal government out of the way.” [Vail High School Debate, Part 3, Question 
asked 1:00, McSally responded 2:44, uploaded 4/5/12] 
 
MCSALLY LATER SAID IT WAS A “MISSTATEMENT”  
 
In 2014, McSally Said Her Comments At A 2012 Debate On School Costs Was A 
“Misstatement.” “McSally says she made a ‘misstatement’ at the 2012 debate and mistakenly 
offered a position that's the exact opposite of what she really wants to do with higher ed. ‘I didn't 
explain my position very well there,’ McSally said. ‘The circumstances were, I was very focused on 
questions related to K-12. For higher education, I think we need Congress to be able to figure out 
how we can bring the cost of education down and make it affordable and available.’” [Tucson Weekly, 
9/17/14]  
 

• McSally Said She Supported Trying To Find A Path To Bringing College Costs Down. 
“McSally said she is ‘very passionate about education’ and that it provides a path to economic 
growth and prosperity, but the costs are skyrocketing. ‘I support trying to figure out how to 
bring the cost of college down so that it's available to those that want to go without saddling 
them and their parents with debt,’ she said.” [Green Valley News, 7/26/14] 
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• Tucson Weekly: “McSally Has Been Notoriously Slippery On Her Positions.” [Tucson 

Weekly, 9/17/14] 
 

 
MMS CLAIMED SHE HAD BEEN FOCUSED ON QUESTIONS RELATING TO K-12 EDUCATION, 
SAID FOR HIGHER EDUCATION, CONGRESS SHOULD WORK TO BRING COSTS DOWN 
 
McSally Claimed She Had Been Focused On Questions Relating To K-12 Education, Which 
Caused Her To Misspeak On Issue Of Higher Education Funding. “McSally says she made a 
‘misstatement’ at the 2012 debate and mistakenly offered a position that's the exact opposite of what 
she really wants to do with higher ed. ‘I didn't explain my position very well there,’ McSally said. ‘The 
circumstances were, I was very focused on questions related to K-12. For higher education, I think we 
need Congress to be able to figure out how we can bring the cost of education down and make it 
affordable and available.’” [Tucson Weekly, 9/17/14] 
 
WHEN PREVIOUSLY ASKED DIRECTLY, “SHOULD THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT BE 
INVOLVED AT ALL IN THE STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM,” MCSALLY SAID “THIS IS NOT A 
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT RESPONSIBILITY  
 
When Asked “Should The Federal Government Be Involved At All In The Student Loan Program” McSally Said, 
“This Is Not A Federal Government Responsibility.” “QUESTION: Should the federal government be involved at all in 
the student loan program? MCSALLY: […] We need to be focusing on bringing the cost of education down. This is not a 
federal government responsibility. I think the federal government needs to stay, to the max extent possible, out of the 
business of education...” [Greater Catalina Council Forum, Part 3, 32:25, 4/2/12] 
 
IN 2014, MCSALLY OPPOSED A BIPARTISAN STUDENT LOAN BILL THAT PASSED HOUSE 
392-31 
 
McSally Opposed Bipartisan Student Loan Bill. “McSally charges that Barber voted to raise 
interest rates on student loans with his support of legislation that passed Congress on a rare 392-31 
bipartisan vote. The new law tied tuition rates to the interest rate on Treasury Bills.” [The Explorer, 
10/01/14] 
 

• The Bill Prevented Student Loan Rates From Doubling By Tying Them To Interest Rates. 
“McSally charges that Barber voted to raise interest rates on student loans with his support of 
legislation that passed Congress on a rare 392-31 bipartisan vote. The new law tied tuition 
rates to the interest rate on Treasury Bills, which has allowed interest rates to increase, but it 
also prevented the rates from doubling. The legislation was pushed through just as college 
loan rates were set to jump from 3.4 percent to 6.8 percent. The current rate is 4.6 percent.” 
[The Explorer, 10/01/14] 

 
MCSALLY REPEATEDLY VOTED TO BLOCK A BILL TO ALLOW STUDENT BORROWERS TO 
REFINANCE THEIR LOANS AT LOWER INTEREST RATES 
 
McSally Voted Against Voting On A Bill To Allow Student Borrowers To Refinance Their Loans 
At Lower Interest Rates. “The Democratic Previous Question would force a vote on the Bank on 
Students Emergency Loan Refinancing Act that would allow millions of borrowers to refinance their 
existing student loans at lower interest rates, similar to those currently available to new borrowers.” 
[HR3590, Vote 498, 9/13/16] 
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McSally Voted Against Bringing To Vote Bill To Allow Student Borrowers To Refinance Their 
Loans At Lower Interest Rates. “The Democratic Previous Question would force a vote on H.R. 
1434, the Bank on Students Emergency Loan Refinancing Act, which would allow millions of 
borrowers to refinance their existing student loans at lower interest rates, similar to those currently 
available to new borrowers.” [HRes897, Vote 565, 9/28/16]  
 
IN 2017, MCSALLY VOTED FOR THE HOUSE VERSION OF THE TAX BILL, WHICH WOULD 
HAVE REDUCED TAX BENEFITS FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS BY $65 BILLION OVER A 
DECADE 
 
NOVEMBER 2017: MCSALLY VOTED FOR THE HOUSE VERSION OF THE TAX CUTS AND 
JOBS ACT 
 
McSally Voted For The House Version Of The Tax Cuts And Jobs Act. On November 17, 2017, 
McSally voted for the House version of the Tax Cuts And Jobs Act. The bill passed 227 to 205. [HR 1, 
Vote #637, 11/16/17] 
 
THE HOUSE VERSION OF THE TAX CUTS AND JOBS ACT WOULD HAVE REDUCED TAX 
BENEFITS FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS BY $65 BILLION BY ELIMINATING DEDUCTIONS AND 
IMPOSING NEW TAXES 
 
The House Version Of The Tax Cuts And Jobs Act Would Have Reduced Student Tax Benefits 
By $65 Billion Over A Decade. “All told, the House’s Tax Cuts and Jobs Act would reduce tax 
benefits and savings for college students by $65 billion over the next decade, according to an 
estimate by the education council.” [New York Times, 11/15/17] 
 
The House Version Of The Tax Cuts And Jobs Act Would Have Eliminated The Student Loan 
Interest Deduction. “House Republicans released a tax reform plan Thursday that would eliminate a 
tax break for Americans with student debt. The student loan interest tax deduction saves people as 
much as $625 a year, though most see a smaller benefit. Here's how it currently works: Those eligible 
can claim up to $2,500 of what they paid toward the interest on their student loans, but not the 
principal. […] It's an ‘above the line’ deduction that can be claimed without itemizing. But it's only 
available to borrowers with a modified adjusted gross income of less than $80,000 ($160,000 for 
married couples filing jointly.) The benefit is gradually reduced once you earn at least $65,000 (or 
$130,000 for couples).” [CNN, 11/02/17] 
 

• Twelve Million People Claimed The Student Loan Interest Deduction In 2015. “About 12 
million people claimed the student loan interest deduction in 2015, according to the IRS. More 
than 40 million Americans have student debt.” [CNN, 11/02/17] 

 
The House Version Of The Tax Cuts And Jobs Act Would Have Raised Taxes On Graduate 
Students By Taxing Tuition Waivers. “Doctoral students usually receive a small stipend for their 
studies — on average $15,000 but perhaps double that for students in the sciences — and are almost 
always expected to teach classes as they complete their degrees. In return, universities waive their 
tuition. But House Republicans want to declare the value of that waived tuition — worth as much as 
$50,000 a year — as taxable income, a huge hit for a student with perhaps a $30,000 annual 
stipend.” [New York Times, 12/19/17] 
 

• Thirty Republicans (But Not McSally) Wrote A Letter To GOP Leaders Opposing The 
Repeal Of The Income Exclusion For Graduate Tuition Waivers. “We the undersigned 
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strongly oppose the repeal of the income exclusion for graduate tuition waivers in the Tax Cuts 
and Jobs Act as passed by the House of Representatives on November 16, 2017. A tax on 
graduate tuition waivers would be unfair, would undermine our-competitive position, and would 
inhibit the economic growth that tax reform promises.” [Rep. Pete Sessions, 12/07/17] 

 
MCSALLY SUPPORTED BUDGETS THAT WOULD SLASH FUNDING FOR PELL GRANTS  
 
MCSALLY VOTED FOR THE 2017 GOP BUDGET RESOLUTION THAT WOULD MAKE “AN 
UNCPRECEDENTED LEVEL OF CUTS TO EDUCATION FUNDING”  
 
OCTOBER 2017: MCSALLY VOTED FOR THE FY2018 GOP BUDGET RESOLUTION 
 
McSally Voted For The FY2018 GOP Budget Resolution. On October 5, 2017, McSally voted for 
the House budget resolution for fiscal year 2018. The resolution passed 219 to 206. [H Con Res 71, 
Vote #557, 10/05/17] 
 
THE BUDGET WOULD MAKE “AN UNPRECEDENTED LEVEL OF CUTS TO EDUCATION 
FUNDING, INCLUDING ELIMINATING MANDATORY FUNDING FOR PELL GRANTS 
 
The Resolution Would Eliminate Mandatory Funding For Pell Grants. “The House budget 
resolution assumes a dizzying menu of cuts to higher education, any one of which could be 
implemented to achieve the required savings for reconciliation, including the elimination of mandatory 
funding for Pell Grants, a cut so deep it would force millions of low- and moderate-income students to 
borrow more, drop out, or forgo college altogether.” [The Institute For College Access And Success, 
10/05/17] 
 

• Eliminating Mandatory Funding Would Cut $78.5 Billion From Pell Grants Over 10 Years. 
“Eliminating mandatory funding would cut $78.5 billion from Pell Grants over ten years.” [The 
Institute For College Access And Success, 7/18/17] 
 

• For FY2018 Alone, Mandatory Funding Would Cover The Equivalent Of Pell Grants For 
Two Million Students, Or 25% Of Pell Grant Recipients. “For FY18 alone, mandatory 
funding provides $7.5 billion for Pell Grants, which is equivalent to the average Pell Grant 
award for two million students—over one in four students projected to receive Pell Grants in 
2018. This is the same number of Pell Grant recipients attending college in Texas, Florida, 
Illinois, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin and Ohio combined.” [The Institute For College Access And 
Success, 7/18/17] 

 
The Resolution Would Make “An Unprecedented Level Of Cuts To Education Funding.” “Today 
the House of Representatives passed its fiscal year 2018 budget resolution, which fast tracks an 
unprecedented level of cuts to education funding to facilitate Senate passage of tax cuts with only a 
simple majority of votes. Unlike the Senate budget resolution passed out of committee today, the 
House ‘reconciliation’ instructions demand at least $20 billion of cuts to education and workforce 
spending alone—with harmful implications for students, college costs, and the economy.” [The 
Institute For College Access And Success, 10/05/17] 
 
MCSALLY SUPPORTED RYAN BUDGETS THAT WOULD SLASH FUNDING FOR PELL GRANTS 
 
McSally Said She Supported Many Elements Of FY 2012 Ryan Budget. “’I support many 
elements of the Ryan budget proposal, but we have to make sure that our promises to our seniors 
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and at risk populations are kept. I applaud Ryan for his initiative and effort to not just talk about what 
needs to be done, but put an alternative plan together. That’s what we need more of in Washington, 
and that is what I intend to bring,’ she said.” [Interview on azstarnet.com, 2/28/12] 
 
McSally Said She Supported Paul Ryan’s FY 2013 Budget. “There were several budgets actually 
that were tied up last week to the House and the one that did pass is the one that Paul Ryan had 
created and I would have voted for that budget.” [KGUN-TV, 4/09/12] 
 
McSally Later Backtracked On Her Support For The Ryan Budgets. “McSally argued she was put 
in an impossible position, forced to choose between three tax plans during an interview in 2012. The 
retired Air Force colonel said repeatedly that she does not support the Ryan budget, but those 
statements have been ignored by Democratic foes who want to continue to use the claim in attack 
ads.” [Arizona Daily Star, 10/07/14] 
 
THE RYAN BUDGETS WOULD MAKE HUGE CUTS TO EDUCATION, INCLUDING PELL 
GRANTS 
 
The Oregonian: The Ryan Plan Would Cut Investments In Education And Training By 53 
Percent. “According to the Center for American Progress, the Ryan plan would ‘disinvest’ in 
education and training by 53 percent, diverting resources away from primary and adult education, 
career and technical training, community colleges, postsecondary education and student aid, at a 
time when our world educational status is already in perilous decline.” [The Oregonian, 5/2/11] 
 
Under FY 2013 Ryan Budget, More Than 1 Million Students Would Lose Pell Grants Entirely. 
“More than 1 million students would lose Pell grants entirely over the next 10 years under Rep. Paul 
Ryan’s budget, according to an analysis that the national reform organization Education Trust 
provided to The Huffington Post.” [Huffington Post, 3/27/12] 
 
THE TRUMP DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, STAFFED BY ALLIES OF THE FOR-PROFIT 
COLLEGE INDUSTY, HAS SLASHED REGULATIONS DESIGNED TO PROTECT STUDENTS 
FROM PREDATORY PRACTICES 
 
THE TRUMP DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, LED BY BETSY DEVOS, HAS SLASHED 
REGULATIONS DESIGNED TO PROTECT STUDENTS FROM PREDATORY PRACTICES BY 
FOR-PROFIT COLLEGES 

HEADLINE: “Trump and DeVos fuel a for-profit college comeback” [Politico, 8/31/17] 

DeVos Scrapped An Obama-Era Regulation That Cut Off Funding To Colleges That Don’t 
Prove Their Graduates Can Get Decent Jobs. “The Trump administration plans to scrap rules 
aimed at protecting students from unscrupulous for-profit college programs that have saddled many 
graduates with debts proportionally far higher than their incomes. The change would eliminate the 
Obama administration's so-called gainful employment regulations. The rules had threatened to cut 
federal funding from for-profit colleges that don't prove their graduates can get decent-paying jobs.” 
[USA Today, 8/10/18] 

• Obama Staffer: Repealing The Rule Will Lead To “Manipulative Recruiting” And “Poor 
Quality Training.” “Bob Shireman, a senior fellow at the Century Foundation and an architect 
of the rule when he was in the Obama administration, called the repeal ‘disturbing and 
shortsighted.’ ‘They are opening the door to operators whose singular focus on gobbling up 
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federal grants and loans for their investors will steer the business toward manipulative 
recruiting and poor quality training,’ he said.” [New York Times, 6/28/19] 

• 98% Of The Schools That Failed To Meet The Standards Under The Rule Were For-
Profits. “One part of the gainful employment rule that had already been put into place has 
identified hundreds of failing programs, many of which went on to close after they were 
measured against the new standards. In the Education Department’s first assessment of debt-
to-earnings ratios for college graduates, about 98 percent of programs that failed to meet 
standards for earning power were for-profits. An analysis included in the department’s final rule 
also shows that for-profits continued to have a significantly higher failure rate.” [New York 
Times, 6/28/19] 

DeVos Stopped Processing Applications For Loan Relief From Defrauded Students. “It's been 
five months since a federal court ordered Education Secretary Betsy DeVos to give defrauded 
student loan borrowers relief, but more than 100,000 people are still waiting to hear whether their 
debt will be canceled. The Obama-era rule, known as Borrower Defense to Repayment, allows 
students who believe they were defrauded by their college to apply for loan forgiveness. The idea is 
that if they didn't get the education they were promised, they shouldn't have to pay back their debt. 
The number of these applications soared as the Obama administration cracked down on for-profit 
colleges. Sometimes nursing students, for example, found out after finishing their program that it 
didn't have the right accreditation -- keeping them from getting a job.” [CNN, 3/26/19] 

• A Majority Of The Applicants Attended For-Profit Colleges. “As of last fall, more than 
200,000 people had applied for loan forgiveness, a majority of whom went to for-profit 
colleges. Nearly 48,000 received debt relief and 9,000 have been denied. But no applications 
were processed between June and September of last year, the most recent data available, as 
the administration fought implementing the rule. But they continued to pile up. The department 
received an additional 35,000 claims during that time period.” [CNN, 3/26/19] 

DeVos Stopped Investigating Abuses By For-Profit Colleges. “Members of a special team at the 
Education Department that had been investigating widespread abuses by for-profit colleges have 
been marginalized, reassigned or instructed to focus on other matters, according to current and 
former employees. The unwinding of the team has effectively killed investigations into possibly 
fraudulent activities at several large for-profit colleges where top hires of Betsy DeVos, the education 
secretary, had previously worked.” [New York Times, 5/13/18] 

DeVos Has Proposed Rewriting The Rules To Relax Standards For Accrediting Institutions. 
“Ms. Jones has proposed a significant rewrite of rules that would loosen the federal government’s 
reins on accreditors, largely invisible but critical watchdogs whose stamp of approval serves as an 
education institution’s lifeline to millions of dollars in financial aid. The rules would make it easier for 
accreditors to be recognized by the Education Department to oversee institutions, and afford them 
more flexibility in how they manage programs. They would also relax departmental standards for 
measuring accreditors’ performance, and potentially allow them to take years to penalize troubled 
schools. The rules would strengthen the role that accreditors have in preventing abrupt school 
closures, and extend federal funding to troubled schools longer to allow students to make other 
plans.” New York Ties, 6/09/19] 

TRUMP HAS STAFFED HIS DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION WITH ALLIES OF THE FOR-PROFIT 
COLLEGE INDUSTRY 
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Robert Eitel, A Former Vice President At Bridgepoint And Career Education Corporation, 
Serves As A Senior Adviser To DeVos. “Education Department adviser Robert Eitel, hired by the 
Trump administration last February after four years in the for-profit college industry, played a role in 
suspending an Obama-era policy known as "borrower defense to repayment." The rule made it easier 
for students, enticed into taking out five-figure loans on promises that they would get good jobs, to file 
for debt relief. It also allowed the government to recoup losses due to discharged loans from the 
schools. […] Eitel — a former vice president at two for-profit college operators, Bridgepoint Education 
and Career Education Corp. — joined the Trump administration in February…” [ABC, 5/15/18] 

Diane Auer Jones, Who Worked For Career Education Corporation, Serves As Principal 
Deputy Undersecretary. “As principal deputy under secretary at the Education Department, Ms. 
Jones is seen as the mastermind behind Ms. DeVos’s most criticized decisions, including the rollback 
of two major Obama-era regulations that sought to protect students from predatory practices by for-
profit institutions. [….] In addition to serving on the board of the American Academy for Liberal 
Education, she was also an executive at Career Education Corporation — where she lobbied against 
the regulations she is seeking to revise. The company is one of the largest for-profit operators in the 
nation and settled multistate, yearslong investigations over accusations that it misled students with 
inflated job-placement rates. The majority of the company’s campuses were accredited by the 
Accrediting Council for Independent Colleges and Schools.” [New York Ties, 6/09/19] 

Julian Schmoke, Former Dean At DeVry University And West Georgia Technical College, 
Serves As Chief Enforcement Officer. “Julian Schmoke Jr., who previously directed campus 
operations at West Georgia Technical College and served as a dean at DeVry University, will be the 
department’s new chief enforcement officer, according to an internal email obtained by POLITICO. 
Schmoke will lead the Student Aid Enforcement Unit, which was established by the Obama 
administration to more aggressively combat fraud and deceptive practices at colleges and 
universities. […] The unit Schmoke will oversee is also responsible for processing debt relief claims 
filed by federal student loan borrowers who say they’ve been defrauded by their college. DeVry 
students had 1,872 “borrower defense to repayment” claims pending before the department, 
according to a July 7 letter from acting Undersecretary of Education James Manning.” [Politico, 
8/30/17] 

FOR-PROFIT COLLEGES HAVE GIVEN MCSALLY $13,666.67 OVER THE COURSE OF HER 
CAREER  
 
MCSALLY HAS TAKEN AT LEAST $13,666.67 FROM FOR-PROFIT COLLEGES THROUGHOUT 
HER CAREER  
 

ORGANIZATION DATE AMOUNT 
Bridgepoint Education Inc. PAC 6/4/19 $1000 
Universal Technical Institute Inc PAC (UTIPAC) 5/21/19 $1000 
Bridgepoint Education Inc. PAC 10/31/18 $2500 
Career Education Colleges And Universities Political Action 
Committee 

10/23/18 $1000 

Universal Technical Institute Inc PAC (UTIPAC) 10/17/18 $2000 
Apollo Education Group Inc. Political Organization For Legislative 
Leadership 

9/6/18 $2500 

Universal Technical Institute Inc PAC (UTIPAC) 10/31/16 $1000 
Career Education Colleges And Universities Political Action 
Committee 

9/26/16 $1000 
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Career Education Colleges And Universities Political Action 
Committee 

5/5/16 1000 

Universal Technical Institute Inc PAC (UTIPAC) 10/27/14 666.67 
TOTAL $13,666.67 

[FEC, accessed 8/01/19] 
 
McSally Received $3,500 From Bridgepoint Education In 2019 and 2018. [FEC, accessed 
8/01/19] 
 
McSally Received $2,500 From Apollo Group In 2018. [FEC, accessed 8/01/19] 
 
McSally Received $4,666.67 From Universal Technical Institute Since 2014. [FEC, accessed 
8/01/19] 
 
McSally Received $3,000 From Career Education Colleges And Universities Since 2016. [FEC, 
accessed 8/01/19] 
 

• The President Of Career Education Colleges And Universities Said That The Trump 
Administration Represents “A Very Positive Change For Us.” “Steve Gunderson, the head 
of Career Education Colleges and Universities, the main lobbying association for the industry, 
said the Trump administration represents ‘a very positive change for us. I would say it has 
dramatically improved over what we had,’ he said, adding that the Trump administration’s 
Education Department ‘is not engaged in an ideological war from the right, left or somewhere 
else’ against the industry.” [Politico, 8/31/17]  


